What is bullying? **Years 10–12**

Bullying is when one person (or a group of people) with more power than someone else tries to upset or hurt them. This power can come from being more popular, stronger or part of the group. They might repeatedly try to hurt them physically, socially isolate them, or say and do mean or humiliating things to them.

Bullying of any form or for any reason can have long-term effects on those involved, including bystanders.

Bullying can happen in person or online, and it can be obvious or hidden.

If someone behaves in a mean or aggressive way on one occasion it isn’t bullying, even though it is not respectful or acceptable. A fight or disagreement between two people of equal power or status isn’t bullying.

Bullying is not OK. It feels awful. You feel like you can’t stop it. You have the right to feel safe.